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6. Microscopic Study of Nuclear “Pasta" by Quantum Molecular Dynamics 
重量子分子動力学法による核物麓『パスタ」の微視的萌究

Gentaro Watanabea.b， Katsuhiko SatoαへKenjiYasuokad and Toshikazu Ebisuzakib 

ba DepaTtmEnt of Phgsics，unitJETsztuof Tokgo，TOKU0 1134033，Japan 
Division 01 Computational Science， RIKEN， Saitama 351-0198， J，α~pan 

C Research Center for the Early Universe， University of Tokyo， Tokyo 113・0033，Japan 
d Deparlment 01 Mechanical Engineering， Keio University， Yokohama 223-8522， Japan 

Structure of cold dense matter at subnuclear densities is investigated by qu姐 tummolecular 
dynamics (QMD) simulations. We succeeded in showing that the ph回 eswith slab-like阻 drod-like 
nuclei etc. ca且 beformed dyna皿 ically仕omhot uniform nuclear matter withouもa且yassumptions
on nuclear shape. We also observe intermediate phases， which has complicated nuclear shapes. 
Geometrical structures of ma悦 erare姐 alyzedwith Minkowski functionals，阻dit is found out that 
intennediate phases ca且 becharacterized as ones with negative Euler characteristic. Our result 
suggests the existence of these kinds of phases in addition to the simple “pasta" phases in neutron 
錦町 cru邑ts.

Col1ap時 drivensupernovae (SNe) and the fol-
lowing formation of neutron stars (NSs) are the 
mos七dramaticprocesses during the stellar evolu-
tion. These objects provide not only astrophys-
ically significant phenomena but also interesting 
material phases inside them; both are strongly 
connected with each other. Investigating the 
properties of nuclear matter under extreme con-
dition is one of the essential subjects to cl町 i命
the mechanism of collapsφdriven SNe [1] and the 
S七ructureof NS crusts [斗 Thissubject is also in-
teresting in terms of the fundamental problem of 
the complex fl.uids of nucleons. 

At subnuclear densities， nuclear matter ex-
hibits the coexistence of a liquid phase with a gas 
phase due to the internucleon interaction which 
has long-range attractive part. At su自ciently
low temperatures and low densities， which are 
relevant to NS interiors， long-range Coulomb in-
teractions make the system separate periodically 
into gas and sphericalliquid drops， adding a crys-
talline propertyもothe liquid-gas coexistence. 

In the density region where nuclei are about 
to melt in七ouniform matter， it is expected that 
the energetically favorable configuration of the 
mixed phase possesses interesting spatial struc-
tures such as rod-like and slab-like nuclei and 
rod-like and spherical bubbles e七c.，which are 
referred to as nuclear “pasta" . This picture 
W出自rstproposed by Ravenhall et al. [3] and 
Hashimoto et al. [4] independently. Their prか
dictions both based on仕eeenergy calculations 
with liquid drop models assuming some specific 
nuclear shapes. These works clari骨 thatthe 
most energetically stable nuclear shape is deter-
mined by a subtle balance between nucle町 sur-
face and Coulomb energies. Although detailed 

aspects of equilibrium phase diagrams vary with 
nuclear models [5]， the realization of the“p出 ta"
phases as energy minimum states can be seen in 
a wide range of nuclear models and basic feature 
of phase diagrams is universal [9， 10]， i.e. with 
increasing density， the shape of the nuclear mat-
ter region changes like sphere→cylinder →slab 

→cylindrical hole →spherical hole →uniform. 
This feature is also reproduced by the Thomas-
Fermi calculations by several groups [6一司.

The phases with these exotic nuclear struc-
tures， if they are realized in NS crusts or SN 
cores， bring about many astrophysical consか
quences. As for those to NS phenomena， it is 
interesting to note the relevance of nonspheri-
cal nuclei in neutron st町 matter(NSM) to pul-
S町 glitches[15] and cooling of NSs [5]. On the 
other hand，“pasta" phases in supernova matter 
(SNM)町 eexpected to affect the neutrino trans-
port [3， 10] and hydrodynamics in SN cores [可.

Though the properties of“pasta" phases in 
equilibrium state have been investigated actively， 
the formation and the melting processes of these 
phases have not been discussed except for some 
limited cases which are based on perturbative 
approaches [2， 11]. It is important to adopt a 
microscopic and dynamical approach which al-
lows arbitrary nuclear structures in order to un-
derstand these processes of nonspherical nuclei. 
A七finitetemperatures， it is considered that not 
only nuclear surface becomes obscure but also nu-
clei of various shapes may coexist. Therefore， it 
is necessary to incorporate density fl.uctuations 
without any assumptions on nuclear shape to in-
vestigate the properties of “pasta" phases at fi-
nite temperatures. Although the works done by 
Williams佃 dKoonin [6] and Lassaut et al. [7] 
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do not assume nuclear structure， they can not in-
corporate fluctuations of nucleon distributions in 
a satisちringlevel because they are based on the 
Thomas-Fermi calculation which is one-body ap-
proximation. In addition， only one structure is 
contained in the simul叫ionbox in these works， 
七hereare thus possibilities that nuclear shape is 
strongly affected by boundary e百'ectand some 
structures are prohibited implicitly. 

We have started studying dense matter 剖 sub-
nuclear densities by quantum molecular dynam-
ics (QMD) [13] which is one ofthe molecular dy-
namics (MD) approaches for nucleon many body 
systems (see， e.g.， Ref. [14] for review). MD for 
nucleons including QMD， which is a microscopic 
and dynamical method without any assumptions 
on nuclear structure， is suitable for incorporating 
fluctuations of particle distributions. The final 
aim of our study is to understand the above men-
tioned formation and melting processes of non-
spherical nuclei and to investigate the properties 
of matter consists of nonspherical nuclei at finite 
temperatures. For the firsもstep，the question 
posed in this paper is田 follows:Can the phases、

with nonspherical nuclei be formed dynamically? 

There is a pioneering work by Maruyama et 
al. [12] which attempts to investigate the struc-
ture of matter at subnuclear densities by QMD. 
Unfortunately， they did not treat the Coulomb 
interaction consistently and could not anneal the 
system successfully. As a result， they could not 
reproduce the phases with nonspherical nuclei of 
simple structures. In the present work， we im-
prove the above shortcomings and obtain phase 
diagrams for cold dense mat七erof the proton frac-
tion x = 0.3加 d0.5 at subnuclear densities. We 
also discuss nuclear shape changes with a topか
logical qu副主ity，i.e. the Euler characteristic. 

While there are a lot of versions of MD for 
fermions， we choose QMD among them based 
on trade-off between calculational amounts and 
accuracies. The typical length scale 1 of inter-
structure is 1 ，....， 10 fm and the density region of 
interest is just below the normal nuclear density 
ρo = 0.165 fm-3. The required nucleon number 
N in order to reproduce n struc七uresin七hesim-
ulation box is about N ，....， po(nl)3 (for slabs)， it 
is thus desirable tha七weprepare nucleons of or-
der 10000 if we try to reduce boundary effects. 
While it is very hard task to treat such a large 
system by， for example， FMD叩 dAMD (see， 
e.g.， Ref. [14]佃 dreferences the 

as ，....， N2. It is also noted that we mainly focus 
on macroscopic struc七ures;the exchange effect 
would not be so important for them. Therefore， 
QMD， which is less elaborate in treating the ex-
change effect， has the advan七ageof other models. 
We have performed QMD simulations of infi-

nite (nιe) system wi七hfixed proton仕actionx= 

0.3 and 0.5 for various nucleon densities ρ( the 
density region is 0.05 -1.0 PO). We set a cubic box 
which is imposed periodic boundary conditions 
in which 2048 nucleons (1372 nucleons in some 
C出 es)are con同ined. The relativistic degener-
ate electrons which ensure the charge neutral-
ity are treated as a uniform background and the 
Coulomb interaction is calculated by the Ewald 
method. For nuclear interaction， we use an effec-
tive Hamiltonian developed by Maruyama et al. 
(medium EOS model) [12] which reproduce the 
bulk properties of nuclear matter and the prop-
erties of stable nuclei， especially heavier ones， i.e. 
binding energy and root-mean-square radius. 

We五rstprepare an uniform hot nucleon gas at 
kBT ，....， 20 MeV as an initial condition which is 
equilibrated for ，....， 500 -2000 fmjc in advance. 
In order to realize the ground state of matter， we 
then cool it down slowly for 0(103 - 104) fmjc 
keeping the nucleon density constant by仕ictional
relaxation method etc. until the temperature 
gets ，....， 0.1 MeV or less. Note that包lyartificial 
fluctuations are noもgivenduring the simulation. 

The QMD equations of motion with friction 
terms are solved using the fourth-order Gear 
predictor-corrector method in conjunction with 
multiple time step algorithm [16]. Integration 
time steps st are set to be adaptive in the range 
ofムt< 0.1 -0.2 fmjc depending on七hede-
gree of convergence. At each step， the correcting 
operation is i色erateduntil the error of position 
sr and the relative error of momentumム.pjp
get smaller th加 10-6，where sr and spjp町 e
estimated as the maximum values of correction 
among all particles. Computer systems which we 
use are equipped with MD-GRAPE IL 

Shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are the resultant nu-
cleon distributions of cold mat七erat x = 0.5 and 
0.3， respectively. We can see仕omthese figures 
that the ph田 eswith rod-like and slab-like nu-
clei， cylindrical and spherical bubbles， in addition 
to the one with spherical nuclei are reproduced 
in the both cases of x = 0.5 and 0.3. We here 
would like to mention some reasons of discrep-
ancies between the present result and the result 
obtained by Maruyama et al. which s 
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FIG. 1: The nucleon distributions of typical phases with simple structures of cold matter at x = 0.5; (a) 
sphere phase， O.lpo; (b) cylinder ph白鳥 0.18po;(c) slab phase， O.4po; (d) cylindrical hole phase， 0.5po阻 d(e) 
spherical hole phase， 0.6po・Thedarker particles represent protons and出ebrighter ones represent neutrons. 

FIG. 2: S卸沼 田 Fig.1 at x = 0ム(a)sphere phase， O.lpo; (b) cylinder phase， 0.18ρ0; (c) slab phase， 0.35po; 
(d) cylindrical hole phase， 0.5p口組 d(e) spherical hole phase， 0.55po. The darker particles r児epr問es田e叫 P戸ro叫色旬加伽0侃佃n
and the brighte志ω悶eぽrones represe阻ntneu 色位帥rons.

metries" [12]. The most crucial reason seems to 
be the difference in treatment of the Coulomb in-
teraction. In the present simulation， we calculate 
the long range Coulomb interaction in a consis-
tent way using the Ewald method. For the sys-
tem of interes七where出eThomas-Fermi screen-
ing length is comparable to or larger七hanthe size 
of nuclei， this treatment is more adequate th釦
七hatwith introducing叩 訂t国cialcutoff distance 
出 inRef. [12]. The second reason would be出e
difference in the relaxation time scales T. In our 
simulation， we can reproduce the bubble-phases 
(cylindrical and spherical bubbles) with T rv 103 

fm/c and the nuclet貯 phases(cylindrical and pla-
nar nuclei) with i rv 0(104) frn/c. However， 
the matter in the density region corresponding 
to a nucleus-phase is quenched in an amorphous 
state when T ;S 103 frnjC. In the present work， 
we take T much larger than typical time scale 

乃hrv 0(100) frnjc for nucleons色othermaIly diι 
fuse the distance of l rv 10 frn at p ~ po加 d

kBT ~ 1 MeV. This temperature is below the 
typical value of the liquid-gas phase transition 
もemperaturein the density region of interest， it 
is thus consider吋 th叫 ourresults are thermaIly 
relaxed in a satisfying level. 

Phase diagrams of matter in出eground state 

are shown in Figs. 3 (a) and (b) for x = 0.5 and 
0.3， respectively. As can be seen from these fig-

Phase Diagrams at T =0 

(a) x=0.5 
∞exisl. SP&C (S日CH)

spjlicj側担!lMsHl uniform 
'L----_ ...... _t---pl日

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 o.;r 0.8 0.9 1.0 

(b) x=0.3 
∞ex同 SP&C(S，CH) 

伊 il!イ(C，S)時cHi引 uniform 附

0.61 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

x;<o' SP:S凶輔 CH:cylind陥 1加ぬ
C:cylir時 r割印回d国Ihole 
s ・剖油 (，): in!，開田曲10凶畠8

FIG.3: Phase diagrams of cold matter at x = 0.5 (a) 
and x = 0.3 (b). Ma抗eris unstable against phase 
separation in the density region shown asκT < 0， 
where κT is the isothermal compressibility. The sym-
bols SP， C， S， CH田 dSH stand for nuclear shapes， 
i.e. sphere， cylinder， slab， cylindrical hole and spher-
ical hole， respectively恥 Theparen七heses(A，B) show 
int巴rmediatephases between A-phase and B-phase 
suggested in this work. They have complicated struc-
tures different仕omthose of both A-phase and B-
ph出 e.Simulation思havebeen carried out at densities 
denoted by small cIrcles. 

ures， the obtained phase diagrams basicaIly re-
produce the sequence of the energeticaIIy favored 
nuclear shapes predi(沌edby simple discussions 

[4] which only take account of the Coulomb and 
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surface e宜ectsjthi尽pr問ed訓ic肘tio削n1嘗thatthe nuclear 
shape changes 1日ik恥e s叩pr悦1附e削r阿e一→守 じザylin切臼nd伽嶋制俳r司 一→ slab
→ cylin且ld世ri民ca叫Jho吋le一→〉叩he創r‘なa刻1hole吋→守 1ぱH臼lIぽfo伽r、m，
with increas説i時 d悦噌附ity. むのmpari時 Figs.3 (a) 
組 d(b)， we can see that the phase diagr湖 1柏市s
towards the lower density side with decreasing x， 
which is due toむhe回以lency凶副部むhenuclear 
matter at larger nucleon excess， the saturation 
density is lowered. It is remarkable that the den-
sity dependence of the nuclear shape， except for 
cylindrical bubbles (just in the case of x = 0.3) 
and spherical nuclei and bubbles， is quite sensi-
tive組 dphases with intermediate nuclear shapes 
which are not simpl続 as品hownin Figs. 1 and 2 
町 eobserved inもWめ d削減ityregions: one is be-
tween the cylinder ph樹 eand七heslab phase， the 
other is betweenむheslab phase and the cyJindri-
cal hole phase. We no初七hatthese phases are 
different企omcoexisむencephases wIth nudei of 
simple shapes and we will referred to them as 
“intermediate phases" . 

To extract the morphological characteristics of 
the nuclear shape changes and the intermediate 
phases， we introduce the Minkowski functionals 
(see， e.g.， Ref. [17] and references therein) as 
geometrical and topological measures of the nu-
clear surface. Let us consider a homogeneous 
body K ε冗 inthe d-dimensional Eucledian 
space， where冗 is七heclass of such bodies. Mor-
phological measures are defined as functionals 
ψ:冗→ R which satisfy the following three 
general properties: (1) Motion invariance， i.e. 
ψ(K) =ψ(gK)， where 9 denote日制ytranslations 
and rotations. (2) Additivity， i.e.ψ(Kl u K2) = 
cp(Kd + cp(K2)一ψ(K1nK2)， where K1， K2ε冗.

(3) Continuity， i.e. limn→∞cp(Kn) = ψ(K) if 
limn→∞Kn = K， where K is a convex body 
組 d{Kn} is a sequen四 ofconvex bodies. Had-
wiger's theorem in integra1 geometry states that 
there are jus七d+1ir削除pendentfunctionals which 
satisちrthe above proper也i制 theyare known 
as Minkowski functionals. In three dimensional 
space， four Minkowski functionals are related to 
the volume， the surface area， the integral mean 
curvature and出eEuler characteristic. 

Here， we par七icularlyfocus on the integral 
mean curvature and the Euler charac七eristicjthe 
resulもsof other quantities will be discussed else-
where. Both are described by surface integrals 
of the following local quantities， the mean curva-
ture H = (κ1+κ2)/2回 dthe Gaussian curvature 
G=κ1向， i.e. JaK HdA a吋 χ三会んK

K. The Euler characteristicχi8 a purely topo-
logical qua叫ityand

χ ニ (numb肝 ofisolated regions) 

一(numberofもun削除)

+(number of caviti制). (1) 

Thus χ>  0 for the sphere and the spherical 
hole phases and the coexistence phase of spheres 
and cylinders， and χo  for the other ideal 
“pasta" phases， i.e. the cylinder， the slab and 
the cylindrical hole ph出 es. We introduce the 
area-averaged mean Ct開un
飢 d山七h恥舟 Euler c州h鳩a創r附削屯湖a制舵削c叫机仰;兇兇t同;疋eris防骨則州む杭恥i沈cde制削n川問l防損財ity予x/V， d，.'l nor-
malized qu削 tities，where V i日thevolume of七he
whol前 space.
W明 calculatethese quantities the following 

proc供dure. We負rstconsむructproむ011and nu-
cleon density di削 ibutio凶向付)ニ |φp(r)12and 

ρ(1') = 1φ(1')12仕omdata of the centers of position 
of the nucleons through a QMD trial wave func-
tion (see Ref. [12])， where (tp(1')組d(t(1')町ethe
も0凶 protonand nucleon wave functions. We set 
a threshold proton density ρp，th and出encalcu-
late f(ρp，th) == V(pp，th)jA(pp，th)， where V(ρp，th) 
and A(pp，th) are the volume and the surface area 
of the regions in w hich ρp(1')三 Pp，th.We find out 

the叫 ueP帥 =ρ;，thwhe開示ァf(P;，th)= 0 
• p ， ~u 

組 ddefine the regions in which pp(1')主 P;，th
as nuclear regions. For spherical nuclei， for ex-
ample，ρ;，th corresponds七oa point of inflection 
of a radial density distribution. In the almost 
whole phase-separating region，七hevalu倒。fρL
distribute in the range of about 0.7 -0.9ρo in the 
both cases of x = 0.5 and 0ムwhereρE is bhe 
threshold nucleon density 州

We then calculate A， J H dA and瓦 forもhede-
termined nuclear surface. We evaluate A by the 
triangle decomposition凶 ethod今 JHdA by the 
algorithm shown in Ref. [1司inconjunc七ionwith 
a calibration by correction of surface area， and 
χby the algorithm of Ref‘[問 andby that of 
counting deficit担 gles[18J which ar時的nfirmed
that both of them giveもhesame results. 
We have plotted the obtainedρdependence of 

(H) and ofχjV for the s川 faceof内 1ρム抗
x = 0.5 in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)， resp削 tively.In 
addition色othe values of (H) for the surface of 
Pth = P;h' we have als心 investigatedtho坦efor 
the surface of Pth = P;hま0.05ρ。ωexaminethe 
extent of the uncertainti制。fthis quantity which 
sもem仕omthe arbitrarin附 sin the definition of 
the nucle町 surface，but we could not ob附 veany
remarkable differences in (H)企omthe values for 
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FIG. 4: Density dependence of the area-averaged 
me阻 curvature(}{) (a)阻 d出eEuler characteris-
tic densityχ/V (b) of cold matter at x = 0ふ

ρth = P;h (they were smaller than 0.015jfm). We 
could not see these kinds of uncertainties in χjV 
except for the densities near below the density at 
which matter turns into uniform. 

The behavior of (H) shows that it decreases 
almost monotonously仕ompositive to negative 
with increasing ρuntil the matter turns into uni-
form. The densities correspond to (H)竺 oare 
about O.4po for x = 0.5; these values are con:sis-
tent with出edensity regions of the phase with 
slab-like nuclei (see Fig. 3). As mentioned pre-
viously，χjV is actually positive in the density 
regions corresponding to the phases with spher-
ical nuclei， coexistence of spherical and cylindri-
cal nuclei， and spherical holes because of the ex-
is七enceof isolated regions. As for those corre-
sponding to the phases with cylindrical nuclei， 
plan町 nucleiand cylindrical holes，χjV ~ O. 
The fact that the values of χjV are not ex-
actly zero for nUcleon distributions shown as slab 
phases in Fig. 1 reflects the imperfection of these 
“slabs"， which is due to the small nuclear parts 
which connect the neighboring slabs. However， 
we c叩 saythaもthebehavior of χjV depicted in 
Fig.，4(b) shows 出品 χjVis negative in the derト
sity regions of the intermediate phases， even if we 
take account of the imperfection of the obtained 
nuclear shapes and the uncertainties of the def-
inition of the nuclear surface. This means that 
the intermediate phases consist of nuclear sur-
faces which are saddle-like at each point on av・
erage and they consist of each highly connected 

nuclear and gas regions due to a lot of tunnels 
(see Eq， (1)). 

Let us now refer to discrepancies from the re-
sults of previous works which do not assume nu-
clear structure [6， 7];出eintermediate phases can 
not be seen in these works. We can give follow目

ing two reasons for the discrepancies: (1) These 
previous calculations are based on the Thomas-
Fermi approximation which can not sufficiently 
incorporate宜uctuationsof nucleon distributions. 
This shortcoming may result in favoring nuclei 
of smoothed simple shapes than in the real situ-
ation. (2) There is a large possibility that some 
highly connected structures which have七woor 
more substructures in a period are neglected in 
these works because only one structure is con-
tained in a simulation box. 

If the phases with highly connected nuclear 
and bubble regions are realized as the most en-
ergetically stable state， we can say that it is not 
unnatural thing [19]. It is considered that， for 
example， a phase with perforated slab-like nu-
clei， which has negative χjV， could be more en-
ergetically stable than that with extremely thin 
slab-like nuclei. The thin planar nucleus costs 
surface-surface energy which stems from the fact 
that nucleons in it feel surfaces of both sides. We 
have to examine the exis七enceof the intermediate 
phases by more ex七ensivesimulations with larger 
nucleon numbers and with longer relaxation time 
sCales in the future. 

Here we would like to discuss astrophysi-
cal consequences of our results. Pethick and 
Potekhin have pointed out that “pasta" phases 
with rod-like and slab-like nuclei are analogous 
to the liquid crystals according to the similarity 
of the geometrical structures [15]. It can山 o
be said that the intermediate phases observed 
in the present work are“sponge" -like phases be-
cause they have both highly connected nuclear 
and bubble regions shown回 χjV< O. The 
elastic properties of the spongかlikeintermediate 
phases are qualitatively different仕omthose of 
the liquid crystal-like “pasta" phases because the 
former ones do no七haveany directions in which 
restoring force does noもact，on the other hand 
the latter ones have. Our results suggest that 
the intermediate phases occupy a large仕action
of the density region in which nonspherical nu-
clei c加 beseen (see Fig. 3). If this is also true 
for more neutron-rich case as x .....， 0.1， it leads 
to increasing of the maximum elastic energy that 
Can be stored in the NS crust than that in the 
case of the all nOI 
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structures. Besides， the cylinder and the slab 
phases which are liquid crystal-like lie between 
the sponge-like intermediate phases or the crys-
talline solid-like phase， and the releasing of the 
s七rainenergy would， in consequence， concentrate 
in the domain of these liquid crystal-1ike phases. 
The above mentioned effec七sof the intermediate 
phases should be taken i凶 oaccounもinconsider-
ing the crust dynamics of starquakes etc. if these 
phases exist in NSM. In the context of pulsar 
glitch phenomena， the effects of the sponge-like 
nuclei on pinning rate of superfl.uid neutron vor-
tices also have yet to be investigated. 

For neutrino cooling of NSs， some version of 
the direct URCA process which is sugges七edby 
Lorenz et al. [5] th叫 thismight be allowed in 
the“pasta" phases would be suppressed in the 
intermediate phases. This is due to the fact that 
the proton spectrum is no longer continuous in 
the sponge-1ike nuclei. The last point which we 
would like to mention is about the effec七sof the 
intermediate phases on neutrino trapping in SN 
cores. The nuclear parts connect over a wide re-
gion which is much larger than that character-
ized by the typical neutrino wave length '" 20 
fm. Thus the neutrino scattering processes are 
no longer coherent in contrast to the case of the 
spherical nuclei， and this may， in consequence， 
reduce the diffusion time scale of neutrinos回 in
the case of “pasta" phases with simple structures. 
This reduction softens the SNM and would thus 
act to enhance the amount of the released gravi-
tational energy. 

The last point to be discussed is validity of 
the QMD model. It is considered that the con-
tribution of the exchange effect is not so 1町 ge
for macroscopic scale. This can be seen by com-
paring the typical values of the exchange en-
ergy for this scale叩 dof出eenergy di宜erence
between two successive phases of nonspherical 
nuclei. Suppose there are two identical nucle-
ons bound in different nuclei each other. The 
exchange energy between these particles is cal-
culated剖 exchangeintegral K == I U(r1 -
r2)ψl(rd吋(r2)向 (r2)ψ2(rddr1dr2， where U 
is the potential energy. Asymptotic form of 
the wave function is山 '" exp (一向r)，with 
r == Ir1 -r21 and向=が翫Ei，(i 1，2)， 
where Ei is the binding energy and m is the nu-
cleon mass. The exchange integral reads K '" 
exp卜(町 +κ2)R]'" 5 X 10-6 MeV for the inter-
nuclear distance R ~ 10 fm and Ei ~ 8 MeV， 
which is extremely smaller than the typical en-
ergy difference per nucleon between the “pasta" 

phases of order 0.1 keV (NSM) -10 keV (SNM). 
In the future， we further have to con五rmthe va-
1idity of our results by another model which is 
more elaborate in位eatingthe exchange e町ect.

Our calculations demonstrate that the “pasta" 
phases can be formed dynamically企omhot uni-
form matter in the proもon-richcases of x == 0.5 
加 d0.3 without any assump七ionson nuclear 
shape. This suggests that the existence of these 
phases in NS crusts because they cool down keep-
ing the local thermal equilibrium after proto-NSs 
are formed and their cooling time scale is much 
larger th叩 therel位 ationtime scale of our sim-
ulations. This conclusion has to be confirmed in 
more neutron-rich cases of x '" 0.1 in the future. 
Our results also suggest that the existence of 
the highly connected intermediate phases which 
are characterized出 χjV< O. This provides a 
vivid picture that NS inner crusts which consist 
of dense matter at subnuclear densities may be 
rich in properties due七othe possibilities of a va-
riety of material phases. 
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